
 

Lukashenko - "No" to the
lockdown, riots as result?
Belarus: Violent demonstrations against the
recently re-elected President Lukashenko have
been shaking the country for weeks. Are these protests a spontaneous expression of 
dissatisfaction among the people – or possibly controlled from outside? What could 
be the reasons for such interference and what is the role of the current corona crisis?

On August 9, 2020, Alexander Lukashenko was re-elected president in Belarus by a large 
majority. Since then there has been protests in the country that the police are trying to stop.

According to the leading media, many Belarusians are dissatisfied with the election result of 
80 % for Lukashenko, who has ruled as president in Belarus for 26 years. Electoral fraud is 
suspected and recent allegations have been raised that Lukashenko would be a brutal 
dictator and that people would be tortured in jails. "Spiegel online" (a German online-
magazine) titled it: "Uprising against Europe's last dictator", the Swiss newspaper "Blick": 
Lukashenko has demonstrators brutally tortured".

But are these the real reasons for the protests? Could it be that the uprisings are being 
fomented from abroad, as the president assures?
Examples from the past, such as the overthrow of the government in Ukraine in 2014 and the
attempted overthrow of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, show that this is quite a common 
practice.
In both cases, evidence showed that the riots were financed by outside forces with the 
involvement of foreign secret services. Just as it is now done with Lukashenko, both the then
Ukrainian President Yanukovych and the Syrian President Assad were portrayed in the 
leading media as brutal dictators – statements that proved to be completely disproportionate 
retrospectively.
The Belarusian security authorities are now accused of violent actions against peaceful 
demonstrators, the same way accusations were made in Ukraine in 2014.
Kla.TV revealed that the violence at the Ukrainian Maidan was actually caused by violent 
demonstrators who were deliberately smuggled in and who mingled with the peaceful 
demonstrators. (https://kla.tv/2445 “Terrorist Activities of peaceful Demonstrators”.
So, if the same procedure should currently be taking place in Belarus – what could be the 
reason for outside interference?

At a meeting on June 19, Lukashenko described attempts from abroad to destabilize Belarus
and organize a second Maidan.
Economic problems have been exacerbated by the current difficult global situation. However, 
the IMF attached conditions to urgently needed loans. Listen to President Lukashenko 
himself: “… The Chairman of the National Bank is the IMF chief negotiator. What is the 
situation here? What do the partners want from us? We were told that it would be possible to 
give Belarus 940 million dollars as "fast financing”. What is going on here? I would like to 
say: We will not dance when they play for us For there are the demands: In order to fight the 
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corona virus, please do the same as Italy. But I do not want it to be like in Italy. We have our 
own country with our own situation!"
According to Lukashenko, the IMF is demanding the introduction of quarantine and curfew.
A research by the Italian historian, writer and investigative journalist Nicola Bizzi shows that 
Lukashenko's statements are plausible. Bizzi expressed the strong suspicion that his own 
government – namely the Italian government – was also paid under-the-table at the first 
lockdown to enforce the strictest and most catastrophic lockdown in Europe. Bizzi said, 
quote: "I know from intelligence sources that similar offers have been made to many other 
European and non-European countries. And I also know that many heads of state and 
government, including Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić, did not hesitate one bit to accept 
them".

These well-known blackmail attempts are said to be no new thing - by whistleblower John 
Perkins, a former economic hitman and agent of the US foreign intelligence agency NSA. 
(https://kla.tv/15776 “Whistleblower John Perkins Uncovers Secret Empire”) He reports how 
the central banking system and the IMF have already driven many states into high levels of 
debt and dependence through blackmail and corruption. If Lukashenko was to respond to the
IMF's demand for a lockdown, it would mean that his own economy would be enormously 
weakened and the need for credit would be endless. If repayment is then no longer possible, 
the financial elite would ransack the country without restraint. (www.kla.tv/9758 (only in 
German) “IMF – an instrument for the exploitation of peoples”)

Conclusion: Apparently the Belarus head of government is NOT willing to bow to the IMF 
dictates   - and right away there are unrests in the country. The suspicion is at hand that 
these coup attempts follow a common pattern and are controlled by the media and from 
outside. Like in a pattern, existing grievances are often used to turn the dissatisfied 
population in the country against their head of government and plunge the country into 
chaos. Recurring scenarios take place to get rid of unwanted heads of state and take control 
of a country.

(https://kla.tv/8040) “Modern wars: How do they work”)

from kno./ag./mol.

Sources:

Schweizer Aufklärer, Lehrer MaPhy (ab min 1:03): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zo_-mUI0vVk

Ignaz Bearth, Schweiz: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U6ttQbZSEY
https://deutsche-wirtschafts-nachrichten.de/505706/IWF-an-Weissrussland-Kredite-gibt-es-nur-bei-
Ausgangssperren-und-Lockdown

Mainstream-Nachrichten:
„Spiegel online“: „Aufstand gegen Europas letzten Diktator“ 
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/belarus-aufstand-gegen-europas-letzten-diktator-bilder-a-
9d8fc952-5277-4de5-947b-68e4c3c4fb96#

Schweizer Zeitung „Blick“: „So brutal lässt Lukaschenko Demonstranten foltern“.
https://www.blick.ch/news/ausland/verpruegelt-weil-er-fuer-freiheit-kaempfte-alexey-23-sass-eine-
nacht-in-lukaschenkos-folter-gefaengnis-id16045799.html
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Ukraine: „Terroristische Aktionen friedlicher Demonstranten“ https://www.kla.tv/2389

Originalzitat Lukaschenko: 
https://www.reitschuster.de/post/corona-wollten-iwf-und-weltbank-lukaschenko-bestechen
https://nichtohneuns-freiburg.de/bezahlten-die-who-oms-fuer-einen-lockdown-in-italien/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zI7f75gw9X0

Recherchen von Nicola Bizzi:
https://nichtohneuns-freiburg.de/bezahlten-die-who-oms-fuer-einen-lockdown-in-italien/
https://www.libreidee.org/2020/07/pagati-dalloms-per-fare-il-lockdown-la-bielorussia-accusa/

„Terroristische Aktionen friedlicher Demonstranten“ https://www.kla.tv/2389

„Whistleblower John Perkins deckt geheimes Weltimperium auf“ www.kla.tv/15668

„IWF – ein Instrument zur Ausbeutung der Völker“ www.kla.tv/9758

„Wie funktionieren moderne Kriege?“ www.kla.tv/3359

This may interest you as well:

---

Kla.TV – The other news ... free – independent – uncensored ...

è what the media should not keep silent about ...
è Little heard – by the people, for the people! ...
è regular News at www.kla.tv/en

Stay tuned – it’s worth it!

Free subscription to our e-mail newsletter here: www.kla.tv/abo-en

Security advice:

Unfortunately countervoices are being censored and suppressed more and more. As long as 
we don't report according to the ideology and interests of the corporate media, we are 
constantly at risk, that pretexts will be found to shut down or harm Kla.TV.

So join an internet-independent network today! Click here: 

www.kla.tv/vernetzung&lang=en

Licence:    Creative Commons License with Attribution
Spreading and reproducing is endorsed if Kla.TV if reference is made to source. No content may be presented out of context.
The use by state-funded institutions is prohibited without written permission from Kla.TV. Infraction will be legally prosecuted.
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